
LEGAL HOLD 

Expediting a defensible and 

repeatable legal hold process. Concourse 

Legal Hold assists with implementing and 

automating the legal hold process to reduce risk and 

increase compliance. It provides a repeatable, defensible method 

for tracking and reporting on the delivery of hold notifi cations and 

custodians’ acknowledgments – essential at a time when courts are increasing 

penalties for spoliation claims.

See reverse side for more information
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REDUCE RISK AND 
INCREASE EFFICIENCY
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1  Leverage past holds to create a hold

 2  Create new holds

 3  View recent activity for each hold

4  Link to full details of any hold



Systematic Process for Defensible Legal Holds

•   Initiate, manage, and track your organization’s legal holds using 

proven processes

• Reduce risk to avoid increasing penalties for spoliation claims 

Create New Holds Easily 

•  Draft and distribute a notice to all legal hold custodians when your 

organization is sued or anticipates litigation

•  Upload fi les for custodians to review

• Create surveys to gain insight into potential evidence

•  Automate reminders for non-responders

Collect Response Data

•   Record custodians’ acknowledgments and questions

•  Automate confi rmations and reminders to support your 

organization’s compliance

Track and Report Holds

•     View the status of each hold right on the Legal Hold homepage

•     Track full details on legal hold-specifi c dashboards, including audit 

trails and released holds

Preserve Notifi cations and Responses

•  Store all notices and custodian data securely

•  Maintain a documented trail of responses as well as non-responses

To learn more, contact your Thomson Reuters representative at 

1-800-344-5008, or visit thomsonreuters.com/concourse
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CONNECTING WHAT 
MATTERS TO YOU

The Briggs issue may end up in court. 

Where do we stand with the hold?       4:01 p.m.

Thanks. I really like how 

we’re handling these now.        4:18 p.m.

We’re good. Everyone involved has been 

notifi ed and replied to the survey.        4:08 p.m.
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